
Five friends are engaged in a friendly game of darts at a local pub. Your mission is to uncover the scores of each player and

determine the color of the darts they are using.

Dart: blue, green, purple, red, yellow

Name: Carl, Kevin, Michael, Ulrich, Xavier

Score: 29 points, 38 points, 46 points, 50 points, 57 points

Beer: American, Czech, Dutch, Irish, Mexican

Food: burger, chicken wings, onion rings, pizza, sandwich

The person consuming the beer from Netherlands is

positioned somewhere between the player scoring 57

points and the player drinking Czech beer, in the given

order.

The man who's eating Sandwich is positioned at one of

the ends.

The Irish beer drinker is positioned immediately to the

right of the man drinking Mexican beer.

The man who's scoring 50 points is next to the player

scoring 57 points.

The player scoring 50 points is somewhere between the

one playing with Red darts and the one scoring 46

points, in that order.

The person scoring 29 points is next to the person

eating Onion rings.

The player with Blue darts is situated between the

player with a score of 38 and Kevin, respectively.

The person drinking Mexican beer is between the one

drinking American beer and the man drinking Irish

beer, in that order.

Xavier is positioned in the fourth place.

Michael is somewhere to the right of the player using

Purple darts.

The player Ulrich is located at one of the ends.

The person eating Chicken wings is next to the one

playing with Purple darts.

The person eating Pizza is immediately to the right of

the player with Blue darts.

The player using Blue darts is nestled between Ulrich

and the player eating Onion rings, in that order.

Carl is at the second position.

The player with Yellow darts is also eating a Burger.

The person with Yellow darts is positioned just to the

right of the one with the highest score.
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Five friends are engaged in a friendly game of darts at a local pub. Your mission is to uncover the scores of each player and

determine the color of the darts they are using.

Dart: blue, green, purple, red, yellow

Name: Carl, Kevin, Michael, Ulrich, Xavier

Score: 29 points, 38 points, 46 points, 50 points, 57 points

Beer: American, Czech, Dutch, Irish, Mexican

Food: burger, chicken wings, onion rings, pizza, sandwich

The person consuming the beer from Netherlands is

positioned somewhere between the player scoring 57

points and the player drinking Czech beer, in the given

order.

The man who's eating Sandwich is positioned at one of

the ends.

The Irish beer drinker is positioned immediately to the

right of the man drinking Mexican beer.

The man who's scoring 50 points is next to the player

scoring 57 points.

The player scoring 50 points is somewhere between the

one playing with Red darts and the one scoring 46

points, in that order.

The person scoring 29 points is next to the person

eating Onion rings.

The player with Blue darts is situated between the

player with a score of 38 and Kevin, respectively.

The person drinking Mexican beer is between the one

drinking American beer and the man drinking Irish

beer, in that order.

Xavier is positioned in the fourth place.

Michael is somewhere to the right of the player using

Purple darts.

The player Ulrich is located at one of the ends.

The person eating Chicken wings is next to the one

playing with Purple darts.

The person eating Pizza is immediately to the right of

the player with Blue darts.

The player using Blue darts is nestled between Ulrich

and the player eating Onion rings, in that order.

Carl is at the second position.

The player with Yellow darts is also eating a Burger.

The person with Yellow darts is positioned just to the

right of the one with the highest score.
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Dart ��d bl�� purp�� ye��ow gr��n

Name Ulrich Ca�� Kevin Xav��r Mich��l

Score 38 points 50 points 57 points 29 points 46 points

Beer A��rican Mexican Irish Dutch Czech

Food sandwich chic��n wings pizza burger onion rings
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